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and automated platforms 5, 6, 7 are rapid and less expensive alternatives, but are limited to can be performed if metastatic tissue is unavailable or carries a low tumor burden 12, 13 .
81
We present our deep learning models for the screening of BRAF and NRAS mutations in 82 primary melanomas, with the purpose of exploring its potential clinical utility.
84

Results
85
Patient characteristics 86 324 primary melanomas from 266 unique patients were included in this study and divided 87 into training (n=182), validation (n=43), and independent (n=41) cohorts, without overlap 88 between the patient subsets. Within each cohort, BRAF-mutant, and 89 WT/WT melanomas were represented ( Our computational workflow with the CNN Inception v3 is shown in Fig. 1 . and is common 106 across all our classifiers (see Methods). The aim of our analytical approach was to: (1) to 107 predict the presence of BRAF and NRAS mutations using manually annotated slides; and
108
(2) to automate the annotation process by the CNN.
109
Figure 1. Computational Workflow To train the Inception v3 CNN, slides are tiled to non-overlapping 299x299 pixel tiles and assigned to training, validation and independent sets comprising of 70%, 15% and 15% of the total number of tiles, respectively. Tiles of slides belonging to the same patient are considered together in a data set. After conversion to TF Record format, training is performed. The best performing model on the validation data is evaluated on the independent set. 110 We also examined whether ulceration status, as indicated by the original pathology report, (Fig 2A, right) (Fig 2B, right) . Notably, these results were achieved on manually annotated
Predicting BRAF and NRAS mutation on manually annotated whole-slide images
143
ROIs that excluded areas of ulceration, indicating that the network is not learning from Performance for the mutation network can be visualized with a probability heat map,
158
where the presence of the mutation of interest is shown in red and intensity of color 159 corresponding to the probability of mutation. Table 2 ). For BRAF mutation prediction on TCGA images, the 186 network performed better for melanomas  5 mm. AUC values decreased with thicker 187 tumors. This trend is similar to the effect tumor thickness had on our NYU test cohort (Fig. 188 4A). Tumor thickness did not affect network predictive ability for mutated NRAS on TCGA 189 tumors, as was previously observed in our own cohort (Supplemental Table 2 ).
190
Regarding the effect of ulceration on network performance, TCGA melanomas without 192 ulceration (i.e., T2a, T3a and T4a, n=10) were compared to melanomas with ulceration 193 (i.e., T2b, T3b and T4b, n=56). The ulceration status of TCGA tumors did not have a 194 significant impact on BRAF mutation prediction (Supplemental Table 3 Table 3 ).
200
Figure 4. Validation of network performance on an independent cohort from TCGA. A) AUC variation for different Breslow depth values on the independent NYU test set and the TCGA cohort. BRAF mutation prediction is improved for thinner melanomas both on the NYU test set and the TCGA external validation cohort. B) NRAS mutation prediction is improved for melanomas without ulcerations both on the NYU independent cohort and on the TCGA external validation cohort. 201
Automated selection of primary melanomas on whole slide histopathology images
202
In order to improve the clinical application of our deep learning models, we attempted to We then examined whether the automated tumor selection network could be combined 218 with the mutation prediction networks in a sequential manner. The computational 219 workflow as outlined in Fig. 1 . was repeated on all non-annotated images that were tiled and passed through the automated tumor selection network. Tiles assigned with a 221 probability of belonging to tumor area (probability >= 0.5) were filtered and split in training, 222 validation and independent sets. The Inception v3 architecture was re-trained on tiles 223 selected by the automated network for mutation prediction. Importantly, the 44 slides that 224 comprised the independent set for the algorithm trained on manually annotated images 225 were maintained as the independent set for the algorithm trained on network selected Non-annotated whole slides are processed, tiled, and passed through the automated tumor annotation network which assigns a probability to each tile of belonging in the tumor. Tiles with probability > =0.5 are subsequently passed through the mutation prediction network for determining the mutational status of the slide of interest.
Association of network mutation localization with immunohistochemical analysis 236
To further corroborate network accuracy, we examined whether network-generated dermatopathologist blinded to the mutation status of the cases. In Fig. 7A , the annotated 245 mask of positive IHC staining was overlaid on the network-generated probability heat map 246 for our highest confidence prediction. The average probability of tiles falling inside vs. cases, for the majority of which there was statistically 252 significant concordance between the heat map and IHC (Fig. 7C) . Surprisingly, IHC failed 253 to detect mutated BRAF in two of these ten high confidence cases (Fig. 7D) . were more likely to fall inside the IHC mask (p<3e-09). C) Boxplot distributions and IHC-heat map overlays of high-probability BRAF Mut cases. P-values for statistically significant cases: Case 1: p=9e-08; Case 3: p=0.03; Case 5, right: p=0.012; Case 6: p=0.018; Case 10: p=6.6e-16. D) Case 2 with representative H&E-stained section, IHC-stained section, and probability heat map and Case 9 with representative H&E-stained section, IHC-stained section, and probability heat map. Cross-validating our network on all images of primary melanomas from TCGA resulted in . We verified that this cohort contained thicker melanomas, with a median depth 326 of 7.5mm at the time of initial diagnosis. Our network model was trained on melanomas 327 with a more equitable distribution among all tumor stages (Supplemental Figure 3) . 328 Nevertheless, we were able to corroborate some of the observed trends with subgroup on tissue sections and network-generated probability heat maps.
Discussion
351
In 10 high probability BRAF Because whole slide image analysis will be a crucial feature for clinical adaptability, we is demonstrated by the ability of the network to identify melanomas independent of 362 mutation status (Supplemental Figure 5) Whole-slide images were partitioned at 20x magnification into non-overlapping 299x299 418 pixel "tiles". This process generated 794,588 total tiles in our dataset, after removing tiles 419 with more than 50% background (white area of slides). All tiles take the label of the slide for maximum 500,000 iterations on batches of 30 images with a step of 5,000 iterations.
433
The activation function used in the output layer was softmax. The network's performance (44 slides) and the AUC was calculated. The network outputs a probability value for every 439 tile for each class of interest. The tile is assigned to the class with the highest probability.
440
A heat map for each slide in the test set is generated. The color intensity is analogous to 441 the probability value of the tile to belong in each class. 
Sequential network
470
To apply the sequential model, non-annotated slides of interest were tiled in non-471 overlapping 299x299 pixel tiles. The tiles were first passed through the automated tumor 472 selection network which will output a probability for each tile belonging in the tumor area.
473
Tiles with probability of belonging in the tumor higher or equal than 0.5 were obtained and corresponding Area Under the Curve (AUC) were generated as a measure of accuracy.
484
Heat maps allowed visualization of probability differences and regions of interest. 
519
By looking at the relative positioning between the IHC and H&E slides, a direction of shift 520 was chosen and the slides were shifted by a small shift of 1 or maximum 2 tiles towards 521 the observed direction to better align the slides for overlap. Next, the probability 522 distributions for the tiles falling into the mask applied by a dermatopathologist to select 523 for the V600E antibody stained area and the probabilities of the ones outside of the mask 524 were generated. The p value was calculated using a one-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test.
525
The p values were also adjusted for the number of potential conformations for each slide 526 (shift by 1, shift by 2 and no-shift) by multiplication with a factor of 3 (multiple testing 527 correction). Table S1 . Distribution of patients and slides within training, validation, and test cohorts. Table S2 . Prediction AUC on melanomas stratified by thickness. 
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